
1. Sketchbook 
Make a detailed drawing of your hand holding something related to the spring season 
OR related to school. Make the drawing large enough that it uses the space and fills the 

page. You need to add color or use shading. 1/10 
 

 
 
 

 
2. Sketchbook 1/17 

 

Create a composition and draw 4 puzzle pieces. On each puzzle piece make a detailed 
drawing of a facial feature (eye, nose, mouth/lips or ear).  You may use facial features 

more than once and be sure to include shading. Be creative and think about the 
placement of the puzzle pieces and which facial features you choose. For example, 

maybe you want to your composition to resemble a face. You could draw 2 pieces 
together with eyes, 1 piece that shows part of the nose, and the last piece that includes 

part of the mouth.  
Below are some videos to help you draw realistic facial features and an example of this 

assignment. 
How to draw eyes 

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtrqSIhZR_Y&index=3&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyj
XP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ 

How to draw a 
nose - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb1WrQp2EAI&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4

UT-yUo7pC13GQ 
How to draw lips 

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0vWyKyYv4o&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-

yUo7pC13GQ 

How to draw ears 
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncfm_3UnLKE&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-

yUo7pC13GQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtrqSIhZR_Y&index=3&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtrqSIhZR_Y&index=3&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb1WrQp2EAI&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb1WrQp2EAI&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0vWyKyYv4o&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0vWyKyYv4o&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncfm_3UnLKE&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncfm_3UnLKE&list=PLtG4P3lq8RHHFhiyjXP4UT-yUo7pC13GQ


 
 
 

 
 

 
 

3. Sketchbook 1/24 
Draw a self-portrait from a photograph.  Pay careful attention to the proportions of your 

face and include all facial features. 
 https://chsartclassroom.wordpress.com/2012/09/25/sketchbook-assignment-self-

portrait-drawings/ 

https://chsartclassroom.wordpress.com/2012/09/25/sketchbook-assignment-self-portrait-drawings/
https://chsartclassroom.wordpress.com/2012/09/25/sketchbook-assignment-self-portrait-drawings/


 



 
 
 

4. Sketchbook 
Illustrate a drawing or picture that corresponds to musical lyrics. Your drawing may 

incorporate the lyrics; but it is not a requirement. If you do not include the lyrics in 
your drawing, then please write them on your paper to turn in with your drawing. MUST 

be colored and/or shaded! 
****Lyrics must be school appropriate**** 

 
1/31 



  

 
 
 

5. Sketchbook:  
 

Draw noise. Imagine what noise would look like to you and draw an image that 

describes how you feel. MUST include shading or color. Be creative!  2/14 

 
 



 
 

 
6. Sketchbook 2/21 

Illustrate a visual pun. A pun is the humorous use of a word or phrase so as to 

emphasize or suggest its different meanings or applications, or the use of words that 

are alike or nearly alike in sound but different in meaning; a play on words. Illustrate 

an image that corresponds with that pun. MUST shade or color. Examples shown below. 
Burger King 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 



7. Sketchbook: 2/28 
Create an album cover for your favorite band. Use color or shading. 
 

 
 

8. Sketchbook 

 
Complementary Color Design 

Create a design using overlapping, repeating geometric shapes and color using one pair 
of complements.  Where the shapes overlap, blend your colors so that the color created 

is a less intense color.  You will be graded on craftsmanship. 
Due 3/07 

 
 



 
 

 
9. Sketchbook  

Radial Design 

Create a design with radial symmetry that uses both geometric and organic 
shapes.  Color your design with either a warm or cool color scheme.  Your design 

should fill the entire page.  Besides the criteria already mentioned, you will be graded 

on craftsmanship. 
Due 3/28 



 
 

 
 

10. Sketchbooks 
Geometric Design 

Create a design of repeating geometric shapes that overlap.  Color your design in a 
monochromatic color scheme.  You design must fill the page, repeat one geometric 

shape, vary the sizes of the shape, run off the edge of the page and overlap shapes. 

Due 4/02 



  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

11. Sketchbook 
Zentangle 

Create a zentangle design (abstract drawing created using repetitive patterns) in a 5 
inch by 7 inch rectangle on your paper. Use a minimum of 5 different patterns. Your 

zentangle needs to be complete in pen. You will be graded on creativity and 
craftsmanship. 

Due 5/02 



 
 

 
 

 
 

12. Sketchbook  
Select an object from your food pantry and draw it from observation.  Create the 

illusion of 3D space on your paper through your use of form and value.  Your 

drawing must be shaded.  The object should fill at least 1/2 of your sketchbook 
page. 

Due 5/09 

 



 
 
 

 
13. Sketchbook  

Composition Exercise 
This week’s sketchbook assignment is to create 4 interesting compositions of 

overlapping rectangles of various sizes and values.  You must have 5 rectangles in each 
composition and each rectangle must have a different value shaded in.  The negative 

space must either be white or black.  This may be done as a drawing, collage or on the 
computer.  These compositions will form the basis for the composition of your next 

drawing. 

Due 5/16 

 
 
 

14. Draw a Tree from Observation 



Draw a tree from observation using pencil.  Be sure to use shading to create value and 

form.  Carefully observe the different parts of the tree and plan an interesting 
composition. 

Due 5/23 

 

 

 
 

 


